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For a fixed integer m > 4, we find the number of elements x in a complete 
residue system modulo m(m-  1) (m-  2) which simultaneously satisfy the 
three divisibility conditions (m -- 2) J (x -- 2), (m -- 1)(m -- 2) I (x -- 1)(x -- 2), 
and m(m -- 1)(m -- 2)[ x(x -- l)(x -- 2). 
In  their research of  admissible parameters for  Steiner systems, Mesner  
and  Kramer  [1] asked the fol lowing question. 
For  a fixed positive integer m ~> 4, f ind the number  of  e lements x in 
a complete residue system modu lo  m(m - -  1)(m - -  2) which satisfy the 
three condit ions 
(m - -  2) [ (x - -  2), 
(m - -  1)(m - -  2) l (x  - -  1)(x - -  2), 
m(m - -  1)(m - -  2) 1 x(x  - -  1)(x - -  2. 
Denot ing  this number  by N(m), we develop in this paper  a formula  for 
N(m)  in terms of  the number  of  pr ime divisors o f  m and m - -  1. The 
fo l lowing two lemmas will be needed. 
LEMMA 1. Let  f l ( t ) , f2 ( t )  ..... fk ( t )  be polynomials with integer coefficients. 
Consider the system f l ( t )  - -  0 (rood nO, fz( t )  -= 0 (rood n2) ..... A( t )  ~ 0 
(mod n~) where (hi ,  ns) : 1 fo r  i ~ j .  Le t  S denote the number o f  solutions 
o f  the system modulo nin~ "'" nk and suppose ~( t )  ~ 0 (rood ni) has Si 
solutions modulo ni (i = l, 2,..., k). Then S : $1S2 "'" Sk . 
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LEMMA 2 [2, p. 37]. Let n = lh~P~ be the prime power represen- 
tation of  n. Then solving the congruence f ( t )  =_ 0 (mod n) is equivalent 
to solving the system of  congruences 
f ( t )  = 0 (modp~l), f ( t )  =~ 0 (modp~ 2) ..... f ( t )  ~ 0 (modp~k). 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, p's and q's (subscripted or not) 
represent odd primes and all other letters represent positive integers. 
THEOREM. (I) I f  (m, 4) = 1 so that 
$1 82 8u m = q l  qz "'" q~, (1) 
and 
m- -  I = 2~1p~ . . . .  r~ p , (2) 
then 
N(m) -= 2 ~ 9 Y .  
(II) I f (m,  4) = 2 so that 
m = 2q~" 'q~ " (3) 
and 
m 1 "tl r2 "" 9 rv - -  =PxP~ P~,  (4) 
then 
N(m) = 2 ~'+1 93 "-x. 
(IIl) I f  (m, 4) = 4 so that 
m =- 2~lq~2""q~ " , (5) 
where sl >~ 2, and m -- 1 is represented by (4), then 
N(m) = 2 v+2 " 3 ~-1. 
Proof. We first develop some preliminary results which are applicable 
to all three parts of the theorem. 
From the condition (m --  2) [ (x - -  2), there exists an integer t such that 
x ----- 2 -b (m -- 2) t. (6) 
From the condition (m -- 1)(m --  2) I (x - -  1)(x - -  2), there exists an 
integer z such that (x -  1 ) (x -  2 )= (m-  1 ) (m-  2)z. Replacing x 
by 2 -t- (m --  2) t we find (1 -k (m -- 2) t)(m --  2) t - -  (m -- 1)(m --  2) z 
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or (1 + (m --  2) t) t = (m -- 1) z. Multiplying and collecting terms yields 
t ~- t=(m-1) ( t  z - z )  or 
t ~ --  t ~- 0 (mod(m -- 1)). (7) 
From the condition m(m --  1)(m -- 2) I x (x  - -  1)(x --  2), there exists 
an integer w such that x(x  - -  1)(x --  2) = m(m --  1)(m --  2) w. Replacing 
x by 2 q- (m -- 2) t we find (2 q-- (m -- 2) t)(1 + (m -- 2) t ) (m - -  2) t = 
m(m - -  1)(m - -  2) w or (2 q- (m - -  2) t)(1 q- (m - -  2) t) t = m(m - -  1) w. 
Multiplying and collecting terms yields 
or  
2t - -6 t  ~q-4t  3=m[(m-  1) w- -3 t  2 - (m-4)  t 3] 
2t(t - -  1)(2t - -  1) ~- 0 (mod m). (8) 
We now treat (7) and (8) as a system of congruences and find the number 
of  solutions modulo m(m --  1). Each solution t, when placed in (6), will 
yield a unique solution for x modulo m(m --  1)(m -- 2). 
We now use these results to prove the theorem. 
Proof  o f  Part  (I). Le tp  be any prime divisor of  m -- 1, as represented 
in (2). The congruence t ~-  t ~-0  (mod p) has exactly two solutions, 
t ~ 0 or 1 (mod p). Thus by Lemmas 1 and 2, (7) has 2 ~ solutions 
mod(m -- 1). 
Let q be any (necessarily odd) prime divisor of  m as represented in (1). 
The congruence 2t(2t - -  1)(t - -  1) ~ 0 (mod q) has exactly three solutions 
t ~ 0, 1, 2 q-2 (mod q). Thus by Lemmas 1 and 2, (8) has 3 ~ solutions 
mod m. 
So by Lemma 1, N(m)  = 2 ~ 9 3 ~ in this case. 
Proof  o f  Part  (II). From (3) and (8) we obtain 
t(t - -  1)(2t --  1) ~- 0 (mod q~' .-. q~"). (8a) 
Solving (7) and (8a) simultaneously as in Part (I), using (4) as the repre- 
sentation of  m -- 1, yields 2 * 9 3 u-1 solutions for t modulo m(m --  1)/2. 
(Note that m/2 has only u --  1 prime factors.) So there are 2 *+1 9 3 u-1 
solutions for t modulo m(m --  1). 
So by Lemma 1, N(m)  = 2 *+x 9 3 ~-1 in this case. 
Proof  o f  Part  (III). From (5) and (8) we obtain 
t(t - -  1)(2t --  1) ~ 0 (mod 2~1-1q~ ' . - .  q~"). (8b) 
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Again as in Part (I), (4) has 2 v solutions modulo (m -- 1). By Lemma 2, 
(8b) is equivalent to 
t ( t  - -  1)(2t --  1) ~ 0 (mod 2 ~1-1) 
t ( t  - -  1)(2t --  1) ~ 0 (mod q~S 0
t ( t  - -  1)(2t --  1) ~ 0 (mod q~). 
The first congruence clearly has two solutions modulo 2~1-1 and each 
of  the other congruences has exactly three solutions modulo q~* 
(i = 2, 3 ..... u). So (Sb) has 2 .3  u-1 solutions modulo m/2.  Lemma 1 
applied to the system formed by (7) and (8b) yields 2 v+l 9 3 u-~ solutions 
modulo m(m - -  1)/2 and hence 2 *+2 9 3 u-1 solutions modulo m(m - -  1). 
So N(m)  = 2 ~+2 9 3 u-~ in this case, completing the proof  of the theorem. 
The author is currently investigating the problem of the number of  
solutions to the system when four similar divisibility conditions are 
considered and also the number of solutions in the general case. 
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